
Taco Tray Holder Food Charcuterie Kitchen Gift

Out of Stock: $64.95

Elevate your kitchen experience with the Taco Tray Holder by Randy &

Travis Machinery. Crafted from eco-friendly and sustainable bamboo, this

durable tray ensures you enjoy restaurant-quality tacos for years to come.

Perfect for Taco Tuesday, the tray features 8 separate taco slots for a

beautiful presentation, making it an ideal housewarming gift and a must-

have kitchen accessory.

This versatile tray includes removable pegs, allowing you to customize

how many tacos or tortillas to serve. Whether you need a set of 4, 6, or 8

taco holders, this tray adapts to your needs. Its multifunctional design also

allows it to double as a charcuterie board or party tray, perfect for serving

sweet treats at your gatherings. It's the perfect taco gift for Taco Tuesday

or anyone looking for a taco plate with dividers.

Beyond tacos, this bamboo tray serves as a chic accessory for serving

hors d'oeuvres, cheese, or charcuterie. Use it as a cheese board, or fill it

with charcuterie meats and accessories like crackers, jams, and butters. It

even doubles as a dessert tray for mini cupcakes.

Included with the tray is a bamboo tong, perfect for adding fixings to your

tacos, tortillas, or sandwiches. It also functions as a kitchen tong, ideal for

safely removing toast without burning your fingers.

The tray features a convenient handle, making it easy to transport tacos

from the kitchen to the dinner table. Its chic and stylish design adds a

touch of luxury to your kitchen and dining experience, making it a

standout piece for taco parties and decorations.

Make every meal an occasion. Order now and add a touch of elegance

and functionality to your kitchen!

Specifications:Specifications:

Material: Bamboo
Dimensions: 41 cm x 7 cm x 5 cm
Includes: Taco tray, 18 removable pegs, and bamboo tongs
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